New year greetings! Pleased to enlighten you all that we stay at the last segment of newsletter
of this educational year.
PARENT-TEACHER MEETING: Parents across all grades from 1 to 7 are invited to the school
between 3.00pm and 5.00pm to sight the answer scripts of PA-2 inscribed by their wards, on 19th
of December. Parents had an opportunity to meet the corresponding class teachers to acquire the
evidence concerning their kids’ presentation in academics.

Math Fest: World’s well-known theoretician in the ground of calculation Shri Srinivasa
Ramanujan’s birth day was celebrated on 21st Dec by organising math fest across all the grades.
Students exhibited models and charts prepared on the theme assigned by the maths faculty.
Mr. Ramdas, M.Sc., B.Ed., (Teacher Trainer), Headmaster Govt. High School, Rachepalli.
a
resource person in maths was the chief guest of the day. He educated students with the fact that
the subject mathematics is essential for everyone. He applauded the students and appreciated
their parents for their lively contribution in making this day a successful one.

Awareness programme: Students assembled in the ground at 2.00 pm on 4th Jan 2019 towards
acquiring information about drone technology and the prominence of Robotics in this fast
mounting world. Students remained thrilled once they watched a Robot performance of aerial
tricks. Students were excited to know that drones have proven to be beneficial in industries and
business.

Dental Camp:
The institution headed for stimulating dental health consciousness among
students by organizing a dental camp across all grades from K.G to VII happening dual immediate
days 4-1-19 and 5-1-19. The children detected with problems were asked to consult the doctor
for the further treatment. Dr. Swetha was with us in the campus on to check student’s dental
health.

Vision Care: The professionals from vision care eye hospital were invited to the campus on 9th Feb
to pinpoint the complications at preliminary stages that children are facing with low vision and to
recommend protections to be taken for better vision.

Republic Day Merriments: 70th republic day celebrations commenced with exceptional morning
assembly events. Magnificent march past was displayed by all the four houses followed by flag
erecting and cultural happenings included patriotic dance performances, speeches on significance
of the day and thought provoking act outs. The programme was concluded by honouring students
with certificates and trophies who have won the CCA competitions and overall champions of the
year 2018-2019.
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Societal Responsibility: Personnel from Brahma kumari samaj were indoors the school campus on
24h January to humanize students with the values and create awareness amongst them about
values that one has to inculcate to uphold peace and harmony in this contemporaneous
circumstances of the society. Mr. Chandrasekhar, the coordinator addressed the gathering.
Field Trips: Students from grades VI and VII had been to super Sara spinning mills B on 2nd Feb to
be conscious of the procedure of making yarn from the textile fibre

Amusement Programme: Magic show enthralled the students with thrilling performances
executed by the personnel who came from Hassan ,Karnataka on 8th March.

Pre Primary Activities:

LITTLE CHAMPS: Students transported Lawrence to the school by charming prizes in events

conducted by Sri Vivekananda institute of Yoga therapy on account of 150th birthday celebrations
of Swami Vivekananda on 10th Feb. Students from grade VII awarded with a memento as they
secured 1st prize in short film making contest made on Vivekananda’s visit to Chicago. Haasini from
grade VII bagged first prize in essay writing competition.

Bharaneesh kadiri and RamanujReddy of grade IV have been selected for the football tournament
conducted by RDT at Anantapur on 15TH Jan and won the winner’s trophy under category-9.

Pre-Primary Activities
Transportation day: Transportation day was celebrated on 14-12-18 by the KG students to learn
about vehicles that they see on the road, water and air. Kids fetched their favourite dolly vehicle
to display in the teaching space with which they play at home subsequently after school.

TOOTH BRUSH DAY: Pre-primary students were asked to get their tooth brush on dental camp day

i.e. 4-1-19 to the school. The dentist described to them the exact method of brushing towards
keeping healthy teeth for a heathy smile and in the similar way teachers guided kids to brush their
teeth next the hearing from the doctor.

PONGAL PARTYING: Kids rejoiced Pongal with lot of bliss and pace to mark the harvest season.

Class room was adorned with beautiful and colourful flowers, berries and thematic dollies
collection was the most attractive mechanism set by the teachers.

SENSORIAL DAY: Kids were ready to sense the taste of different fruits on 6th February to learn about

sense organs of the body about which they had in their course.
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Meet you Next academic year!!!

Summer Vacation………..A testing time for parents patience…. !!!

